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So you’ve formed a team and are ready to 
start working on an entry to the Biomimicry 
Global Design Challenge. Now what?

BGDC challenge briefs are very broadly 
defined. This is intentional because we want to 
encourage a wide diversity of solution types. 
However, your team must narrow in and select 
a specific aspect of the Challenge theme. That 
is, you need to define—or “scope”—your 
team’s challenge. 

This document was created to help you begin 
that process.

START HERE
Suggestions for the 2015-16 
Food Systems Challenge
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FOOD SYSTEM DESIGN OPPORTUNITIES 

Our global food system is incredibly complex and riddled both with 
problems and with opportunities for change. There is no single solution 
that can address all the issues. To improve our food system overall, we 
will need solutions at a variety of scales and in a variety of sectors, all 
working together.

For this reason, one of the most important steps in your team’s design 
process will be narrowing the challenge to a specific area of intervention 
or leverage point within the food system, where you can make an 
impact. The information below will help you get started mapping the 
food system and identifying a challenge for your team to address.  
We also strongly recommend reviewing and doing the exercises 
described in the Biomimicry Toolbox section for "Scoping a Biomimicry 
Challenge."

Learn about the big picture
To begin, familiarize yourself with the food system generally and get a sense for the social and 
environmental problems that are connected with it. While it’s often not very effective to design at a 
general level, looking at the whole system will help you better understand where and how your specific 
design solution will fit. The following resources provide a good overview and introduction to the food 
system. For more resources be sure to check out the References collection provided with the Food 
Systems design brief on the BGDC website.

• Our Food System: Challenges and Opportunities (recorded webinar). Presented by the Biomimicry 
Institute in March 2015, this webinar featured Nathanael Johnson, food journalist from Grist. 

• National Geographic offers a “Future of Food” series with articles, videos, and more (http://food.
nationalgeographic.com/)

• Grist publishes a series called “Hungry Hungry Humans” fousing on food and the environment  
(http://grist.org/series/hungry-hungry-humans/)

• Food Tank is an organization focused on building a global community for safe, healthy, nourished 
eaters. (foodtank.com):

• Civil Eats is a daily news source for critical thought about the American food system. In addition to 
articles, they have a great resources section you can browse. (civileats.com)

http://toolbox.biomimicry.org/methods/scoping/
http://toolbox.biomimicry.org/methods/scoping/
http://challenge.biomimicry.org/en/challenge/food-systems-challenge-2016
https://biomimicryinstitute.webex.com/biomimicryinstitute/lsr.php?RCID=afa991b455c9ed8463bd2df39ddd5e24
http://food.nationalgeographic.com/
http://grist.org/series/hungry-hungry-humans
foodtank.com
civileats.com
http://civileats.com/resources/
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Consider leverage points 
Just like all systems in our world, the food system is made up of many smaller systems and components, 
and is connected to other systems. Each of theses subsystems and connections could represent or 
contain leverage points—places where a strategic design intervention might create meaningful change.  
Leverage points are well worth considering as starting points for defining a specific challenge for your 
team to address. Below are some examples. Note: This list is not all-encompassing; use it as a starting 
point to inspire your own ideas!

• Food production: Growing and harvesting crops, livestock and seafood production or harvest, soil 
health, irrigation, pest control, soil erosion, energy use, climate change impacts, etc.  

• Processing and distribution: Spoilage prevention, packaging, water use, energy, transportation, 
supply chain management, community food security, food safety, etc.  

• Resource use and recovery: Food and packaging waste, collection and capture logistics, utilization 
opportunities, returning nutrients to the soil, educating/engaging consumers, etc.  

• Connections to other systems: Economic system, social systems, political and regulatory systems, 
health system, ecological systems, etc. On the next page is a food system map, which illustrates 
how the food system is connected to many other systems in our world.

Consider context and stakeholders
Many communities and stakeholder groups are touched by the food system. Who do you want to 
impact? Who will benefit from your design? These considerations should shape how you define your 
challenge. Also consider your team’s context and membership when selecting a design challenge to 
focus on. What food system challenges are most impacting your community? Are there any university, 
non-profit, or governmental groups in your community that are already working on food system issues? 
Can you collaborate or learn from them? You will likely have greater success working on a problem you 
have (or could have) direct experience with, or that matches your professional skills and interests.

BEST WISHES AND GOOD LUCK!
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What's Your Relationship to Food? Look Closer.

Nourish Food System Map

www.nourishlife.org
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